
CURRENT LOGOS
The following “UK Cooperative Extension Service” logos are the PRIMARY ones
to use for social media, flyers, marketing, etc. 
*Available in white*

MARTIN GATTON LOGOS
The Martin-Gatton logos are to only be used for larger programs/ ones with
higher visibility such as 4-H Kentucky Volunteer Forum. If unsure, use the
standard UK Cooperative Extension logo. *Available in white* 

KSU LOGOS
The KSU logos are for programs working directly with Kentucky State University.
These also depend on the visibility of the program.  If unsure, use the standard UK
Cooperative Extension logo. 
*Available in white*

UK Cooperative
Extension Logos
Lexi Fellows, UK Extension Marketing Program Coordinator
alexis.fellows@uky.edu



OUT OF DATE/ NOT APPROVED LOGOS
The following ARE NO LONGER CURRENT OR NOT APPROVED  logos. The logo at the
top of a county website IS NOT APPROVED. Do not use it. Please change to the
more current logo depending on the program. 
(This includes the all-black, all-white ones of the following logos as well) 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ORGANIZATION (EEO) FOOTERS
EEO footers are REQUIRED for all printed materials. This includes posters, flyers,
handouts, etc. Martin-Gatton is included on them. 
*Available in white* *Available in Spanish* 

FOR SOCIAL MEDIA ONLY: The EEO footer is NOT REQUIRED, however, you must
put the text: An Equal Opportunity Organization
(Not for program photos, mainly for flyers, see example on next page)

UK Cooperative
Extension Logos
Lexi Fellows, UK Extension Marketing Program Coordinator
alexis.fellows@uky.edu



EXAMPLE FLYER

4-H Logo
Suggested
placement
is UPPER
LEFT corner.
Use for
programs
with 4-H,
not
required if
AG/FCS/
HORT

UK CES Logo
Suggested
placement is
UPPER RIGHT
corner. Chose
color based on
flyer design.
Remove the
white
background to
get a cleaner
look. 

Include contact
information such
as website,
phone number,
or social media.

If you use QR
codes you can
add them here
too but KNOW
THE AUDIENCE.

Include the
title of the
program,
date/time/
location, and a
small
description.

USE THE
ADDRESS FOR
THE
LOCATION.

Stick to
similar fonts,
using 1-2 MAX.
Also keep the
colors similar
throughout.   

Be sure to include your county somewhere on the
flyer. This helps people identify who you are.

ALWAYS include the EEO footer on printed materials. This
includes all forms, flyers, posters, programs, etc. 

Pick an
image or
graphic
that
applies
to the
program
or event. 

Created on Canva using a template.

This flyer COULD be used for social media as well,
however, look at the social media example to see the
differences. Flyers tend to have more information and
aren’t as appealing when scrolling through a social media
platform. 



EXAMPLE SOCIAL MEDIA POST

YOU DO NOT need to include the EEO footer. However, you MUST put
this text on the social post.

An Equal Opportunity Organization. (In italics)

Suggested placement is BOTTOM (either side) 

UK CES Logo
Suggested
placement is
UPPER RIGHT
corner. Chose
color based on
flyer design.
Remove the
white
background to
get a cleaner
look. 

Be sure to include your county somewhere on the
flyer. This helps people identify who you are.

Create flyers and social media posts with the SAME FONTS and GRAPHICS.
This helps to create a brand for the program. Condense the information for
social media so that it is easy to read, keeping the date/time/location and
the title of the program as the focus.

Include contact
information
such as
website, phone
number, or
social media.

DO NOT
INCLUDE QR
CODES ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS.

Add date,
time, and
location
(INCLUDE
ADDRESS)

Include the
title in a
larger font
than the
description.
This helps it
stand out. 

Make the
description
brief.

Created on Canva using a template.


